JA SO N E . BRADS HAW, L EED G REEN ASSOC.

lighting designer

EDUCATION

LIGHTING PROJECTS (partial list)

Philadelphia University,
B. Architecture, 2015

Green Federal Building. Philadelphia, PA
Interior lighting design for 376,000sf multiple floor renovation
and restacking project

Community College of Philadelphia,
A.A. in Architecture, 2012
EXPERIENCE

Coming from an architectural background, Jason began his
transition to the lighting world with an internship at BEAM.
While studying architecture at Philadelphia University, he
worked as an intern for both architectural and lighting firms,
gaining experience and knowledge in both fields. As a part
of his training, he learned a great deal about spacial quality
and how people interact with the built environment, giving
way to the realization that light creates and manipulates
those spaces. Jason continually uses that as a driving factor
in lighting design, helping to create defining and inspiring
spaces.
Jason relies on his architectural and retail design background
for schematic and design development. He is also tasked with
detailed construction documentation, lighting specification
and schedules, and lighting calculations to ensure proper
lighting levels. Jason is an asset to BEAM; with his
architectural understanding and creative ability he is able to
easily understand a client’s needs and provide unique and
inspiring illumination of spaces.
Jason recently joined the local chapter of IES, attending
learning seminars and events to gain knowledge in the
lighting field. He is currently a certified LEED Green Associate
and is actively pursuing LEED Accredited Professional. He
also actively volunteers and leads a volunteer group through
a local church.

Lighting Designer, BEAM, 2014-Present
Architectural Intern, FUSA Design, 2015
Architectural Intern, PZS Architects, 2014-2015
Retail Interior Designer, IKEA, 2014
Architectural Consultant, AMC Delancey, 2013-2014
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
Member 2016-present, Illuminating Engineering Society
LEED Green Associate
HONORS AND ACTIVITIES
IES Philadelphia, Design With Light Competition, Runner Up

Rowan University Freshman Village. Glassboro, NJ
Interior and Exterior lighting for new dormitory complex for
1200 beds, lounge, common spaces and courtyard
One Riverside. Philadelphia, PA
Facade, landscape and interior lighting for 33-story highrise
Luxury residential units and all common spaces
Cabrini Athletic Center. Radnor, PA
Interior lighting for 45,000sf addition for athletic center
Exterior lighting at plaza and entries
Fairmount Valley Green Bank. Philadelphia, PA
Interior lighting for bank and exterior signage
Springside Chestnut Hill Academy. Philadelphia, PA
Interior lighting for lobbies, classrooms, major corridors and
athletic space for school renovation/addition
Vault 634. Allentown, PA
Interior lighting for rennovation of historic bank to event hall
Facade lighting for historic building
Woodmont Metro at Metuchen Station. Metuchen, PA
Facade, landscape and main drive lighting for luxury
apartment complex
SMBB Renovation. Philadelphia, PA
Interior lighting for 25,000sf law office renovation
Anthropologie at 195 Broadway. New York, NY
Interior lighting for revonated historic buidling to retail store
ARI Complex. Laural, NJ
Interior lighting for renovated and new office building

